#1845 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S.
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes,
part 104, The Church-ill Hurricanes of 1635 and 1938: The destruction of the Angel Gabriel
in the Great Colonial Hurricane of August 15 (8/15), 1635, was ordained to correlate with
the angel Gabriel in Daniel 8:15-16, confirming the event’s part in the fulfillment of Daniel
8, (iv), Casting down the stars of God
The Starre. Wikipedia states that the ship Angel Gabriel was initially built and christened as the
Starre in 1615. It was renamed the Jason by Sir Walter Raleigh for use in his second expedition
to Guiana in 1617. Following Raleigh’s return it was seized, became a merchant ship, and
renamed the Angel Gabriel.

Key Understanding: Casting down the stars of God. The ship Angel Gabriel was
originally named the Starre, because a part of the fulfillment of the vision in Daniel 8
is the casting down of the stars to the ground (Daniel 8:10), meaning the casting down
of true heavenly-minded Christians to the ground in favor of Church-ill
Christianity. The Lord cast down the Angel Gabriel, for the ship was representing
Church-ill Christianity that
casts down truth to the ground.

Below is Daniel 8:9-12 followed by Daniel 8:13-16.
Daniel 8:9-12 (KJV) And OUT OF ONE OF THEM [the second Syria, the United States]
CAME FORTH A LITTLE HORN, which waxed EXCEEDING GREAT, toward THE SOUTH,
and toward THE EAST, and toward THE PLEASANT LAND.
10 And IT WAXED GREAT, EVEN TO THE HOST OF HEAVEN; and IT CAST DOWN
some of the host and of THE STARS TO THE GROUND, AND STAMPED UPON THEM.
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11 Yea, he magnified himself even to the prince of the host, and by him the daily sacrifice was
taken away, and THE PLACE OF HIS [the Lord’s] SANCTUARY WAS CAST DOWN.
12 And an host was given him against the daily sacrifice by reason of transgression, and it cast
down the truth to the ground; and it practised, and prospered.
Daniel 8:13-16 (KJV) Then I heard one saint speaking,
and another saint said unto that certain saint which
spake, How long shall be the vision concerning the
daily sacrifice, and the transgression of desolation, to
give both the sanctuary and the host to be trodden
under foot?
14 And he said unto me, Unto two thousand and three
hundred days; then shall the sanctuary be cleansed.
15 And it came to pass, when I, even I Daniel, had
seen the vision, and sought for the meaning, then,
behold, there stood before me as THE APPEARANCE
OF A MAN. [The appearance of a “man” in Daniel
8:15 is that of the archangel Gabriel who was sent by
the Lord to interpret the vision of the ram and the hegoat in Daniel 8.]
16 And I heard a man’s voice between the banks of
Ulai, which called, and said, GABRIEL, MAKE THIS
MAN TO UNDERSTAND THE VISION.
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